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A Hunting Accident Soviet Movie / ??? ???????? ? ?????? ?????
- A notable Soviet Era Movie
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  A Hunting Accident is another one of those many Classic Soviet Movies. It is produced in 1978. As
most Russian movies you have to be russian to understand it :) The movie doesn't have a too special plot
but has unique scenes very much reminding me of Gothism. Its really worthy to see the movie just for the
sake of getting to know better Soviet Culture. White Horses beautiful ladies, elegant gentleman in white
carrets this is the accident of the movie. The main actress is stunningly beautiful just like most Russian
ladies :)
Movie is a great one for people who value Art movies.  

  Watch movie here http://youtu.be/IQhBo9Pz0rw 

  Here is what Wikipedia Says about the movie 

  A Hunting Accident (Russian: ??? ???????? ? ?????? ?????, translit. Moy laskovyy i nezhnyy zver,
My Affectionate and Tender Beast) is a 1978 Soviet drama film directed by Emil Loteanu. It was entered
into the 1978 Cannes Film Festival.[1] It is adapted from Anton Chekhov's "The Shooting Party." 

  For those understanding Russian here is some more information in Russian.
?????[???????] ???? ????????? - ????????? ????? (?????? ???????) — ???????? ??????? 19 ???. ??
??????? ???????????, ??????????? ? ?????, ??? «????? ?? ?????», ?????? ????? ??????????, ???
??? ??-???????? ?????????? ? ?????????. ? ????? ?????????? ???? ??????: ??????? (??????
??????), ???? ??????? (?????? ??????) ? ???????? ??????????? ??????? (???? ?????????). ?????,
????? ?????????? ?? ??????, ??? ????? ??????? ????? ?? ???????????? ??????? — ?????????,
50-??????? ?????? ????????. ? ???? ????? ??????? ??? ?????????? ? ????? ????????, ??????
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